LWDAT narrate events using present, compound past, some simple past and future forms, although

Indicative, present, preterite, imperfect, compound tenses, (perfect) future, conditional; subjunctive present and present perfect

(See 4)

LWDAT use the following vocabulary to refine skills:
- Who am I
- Daily routine
- Domestic life
- Throughout the city
- Weekends
- Vacations
- Food
- Health

Advanced plus from ACTFL
- Short stores
- Plays
- Articles (newspaper)
- Novel
- Recognize and comprehend present, past, future times and understand subjunctive mood and context.
- Choose reading strategies/techniques.
- Beginning to read to predict or make outcome inferences.

LWDAT use previously mentioned vocabulary.

Advanced Plus
- LWDAT understand face to face conversation at a normal rate.
- LWDAT understand native speakers with regional variations.
- LWDAT detect some subjective elements of a message such as mood urgency and speakers’ feelings or attitude.
- LWDAT distinguish between fact and opinion in a spoken message.

LWDAT use previously mentioned vocabulary.

Advanced Plus
- Repeat of 4+
- LWDAT use circumlocution, approximation and similar strategies to communicate meaning for which unknown words or forms are needed.
- LWDAT choose a speaking approach that is appropriate to the context formal or informal, friendly or impersonal.
- Emerging evidence of ability to support opinions, explain in detail and hypothesize.

LWDAT use previously mentioned vocabulary.

Review of all culture.